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Introduction:
A Decade of Going Green
at TDChristian
by Sophie Vandenberg  

decade ago, TDChristian adopted “Going Green” as its theme 
for the year. Environmental stewardship is a direction that

the school has been pursuing in a variety of ways ever since. 
Inside this issue, you’ll find out why TDChristian recently hosted

a fashion show called Recycled Runway and how some TDChristian
teachers walk their green talk. You’ll meet students in the school’s
Environmental Block program, read why solar panels are being
added to the school’s roof, and learn how environmental steward-
ship was incorporated into the design of the school building. 

TDChristian’s Identity Statement asserts, “This is not a throwaway
world. Our responsibility for its care was and is a fundamental part
of God’s plan for creation.” Read on to find out more about some
of the ways creation care is practised at TDChristian.

www.tdchristian.ca

The first-semester E-Block
class with teacher Ben
Freeman at the scene of 
tornado damage on TD 
property. The class removed
over 1000 pieces of shingle, 
6 m3 of garbage, and debris
including the metal top 
of a chimney.

What is E-Block?
Every year, 50 Grade 10 students (25 each semester) sign up for the school’s two-
credit Environmental Science Block class, also known as “E-Block”. Not only do
they increase their own environmental awareness by taking the course, they 
also educate the whole school through their leadership.

E-Block is about our responsibility as Christian stewards and grew out of 
a desire to help students catch a vision for creating environmental change 
in their lives. The course is hands-on and project-driven.

continued on page 2

E-Block

by Erika Marcoccia  

Project 2010: 
Building GREEN
by Sophie Vandenberg with files from Jordan Hoogendam,
P.Eng., of Zon Engineering Inc.

This past fall Project 2010, a major expansion to 
the school’s facility, tackled issues of environmental
stewardship through building design. The new 
addition models a stewardship that is about more
than just economic sustainability.

The vision for the project was that of a “living 
laboratory.” Project 2010 is an educational space
which gives students, staff, and community an 
opportunity to learn about environmental 
sustainability first hand. 

Concern for long-term environmental stewardship
guided every step of the planning process. As much

continued on page 2

Project 2010: Building GREEN
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E-Block
continued from page 1

Weekly Jobs E-Block 
students are assigned 
weekly jobs, one of which 
is collecting compost bins 
from all the classrooms and dumping the organics
into worm bins. Worm bins consist of red wiggler
worms, shredded paper, and compost. When the
school’s compost reaches them, the worms eat and
digest the organics. Students make sure the soil 
is not too acidic and relatively odour-free.

Collecting and separating the school’s recycling is
another weekly job. Students collect garbage and
bins of recyclables from every room in the school, sort
them in our new E-Block room, and assign them to
larger recycling bins for diversion from the landfill.

Projects Over the semester, E-Block students carry 
out five environmentally beneficial projects of their
choice. Some examples are: having a tree planting day,
building birdhouses to place around the school, creating
a new weekly job idea, or making something from
recyclables or scraps (like a camp stove or paddle). 

E-Block Makes Positive
Environment Impact 
at TDChristian by Erika Marcoccia  

Under the leadership of student Mike Edskes, the E-Block
class took on a major tree-planting project at the school
this past fall. 

A donation by Phil Louwerse of Connon Nurseries got
the effort off to a good start. “I received 30 premium trees
coming to a value over $3000,” said Mike. In addition,
TDChristian parent Wilf DeHaan took E-Block to the
Toronto Forestry Operations and arranged for the 
donation of another 50 trees. 

Then it was time to get to work. “Our class spent 
about a week digging holes and getting areas ready for
planting,” said Mike. Students filled the holes with a 
mixture of topsoil, peat, and compost donated by
Speelman’s Garden Centre. “This gave the trees a good
base to start in,” he said. Next came the fertilizer and
compost. Finally, mulch was added to absorb the water. 

Many of the trees were planted on the hill behind 
the school to aid bank stabilization, prevent erosion, and
maintain the area’s ecological integrity. Others were planted
around the parking lot and beside the school. Together,
these 80 trees will make a significant, real-life, positive
impact on the environment for many years to come.

New at TDChristian: 
Environmental Resource by Erika Marcoccia  

Environmental Resource is a new Grade 12 course at
TDChristian that focuses on structural aspects of the 
environment and theories of environmentalism. It includes
both an Independent Study Unit (ISU) and a Leadership
project. 

ISU This year, Mr. Freeman took his Grade 12 students
through the school and identified green building features
included in the recent expansion. Each student then wrote
a paper on one of these features and prepared a plaque
explaining its subtleties for the benefit of visitors to the
school.

LEADERSHIP This project has a much broader focus.
Students attend an environmental event, create an 
environmental plan, or express their environmental 
curiosity in a well-rounded and organized project that
involves the whole class or school.

Erika Marcoccia is a Grade 12 student in the Environmental Science
class. She was a member of the E-Block program in 2007.

Project 2010
continued from page 1

as possible, materials would be sustainable, durable, and recyclable. “Going green
does not cost more if life-cycle costs are factored in,” said the project’s architect,
Roland Jonker.

Jonker noted that optimal design also respects a building’s natural context. By
locating the expansion on the tablelands at the back of the school, Project 2010
brought to light one of the school’s less visible natural assets: the expansion provides
a panoramic view of, and stronger connection to, the valley and woods below.

Project 2010 uses a strategy of conservation to minimize the demand on
resources. High-performance walls, roofs, and windows, which reduce the 
heating and cooling needs of the structure, serve to maximize energy efficiency.
The expansion also makes use of technologies that can “harvest” onsite resources
such as sunlight, rainwater, and fresh air. As compared to conventional 
construction, its design elements resulted in a 60% savings in potable water costs
(using high-efficiency fixtures and rainwater collection) and a 42% energy savings
(using high-efficiency rooftop units, energy recovery, and advanced lighting 
and ventilation controls). With the addition of solar panels this spring, the 
energy performance of the expansion will be further increased.

Some of the green strategies incorporated into Project 2010’s design are:

• rainwater harvested to flush toilets
• efficient plumbing fixtures
• xeriscape: use of drought-resistant native plants
• solar shading
• high-reflectivity roof to minimize cooling loads
• heat recovery on rooftop units
• thermal mass elements: concrete floor, energy-efficient lighting controlled 

by occupancy and daylight sensors
• indoor air quality: low-emitting paints, coatings, sealants, etc.

E Project 2010: Building GREEN
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“TOWARDS A MORE RESPONSIBLE, 
EARTHKEEPING STYLE OF LIVING.” 

Why do we have a
‘Recycled Runway’?
by June Tenyenhuis, art teacher 

e live in a rapidly changing culture where 
visual images dominate. The fashion industry

grabs our attention and money with endlessly
remade, aggressive forms of design in which to
wrap our bodies. So why does TDChristian choose 
to have a fashion show? And why is it called
Recycled Runway? 

Recycled Runway, a project in expressive 
contemporary design, is a highlight of the Grade 11
art curriculum. Using reclaimed materials, this art
show on legs celebrates our bodies both as human
beings and as human sculptures wrapped in artistic
arrangements. It is a statement about how we are
more important than clothing, about how our choice
of materials reflects our dignity, wisdom, and self-
worth in the way we relate to the earth and all 
that is in it.

The concept of recycling is a natural and significant
extension of design. Out of wisdom and necessity,
the values of reducing, recycling, and reusing are
showing up in modern and postmodern design,
architecture, and art. Because of globalization, 
we’re beginning to see a shift from values of fine 
art and affluence to artistry that expresses a 
more responsible, earthkeeping style of living. 

The transition from discarded, resold, and found
objects to functional items excites me. Working on the
Recycled Runway project alerts us to wasteful lifestyles
and lets us learn from each other. A developed
awareness of the environment and its aesthetic 
possibilities opens our consciences and helps us 
make intentional, responsible choices as we link
necessity and creativity. 

Each recycled design is an art piece with a story. 
As students scavenge, collect, trade, and inventively
combine materials, they tell about the sources and
meanings of their works. They gain respect for 
long-forgotten life skills like sewing and weaving 
as they put them to fresh and creative use. 

TDChristian provides a safe and accepting 
environment for students to introduce wearable art
into the school’s assembly space. The walking art
show is a redemptive moment demonstrating to us
that God does not make junk–and that we who are
made in his likeness, and intended to be the crown
of creation, don’t have to either.

W

TDChristian Teachers 
Go Green
Grade 12 student Erika Maroccia asked teachers to
share some of the ways they walk their green talk.
Here are the answers she got.

Mr. Freeman
I love working with my son in our 
backyard garden! We plan to grow
cucumbers and tomatoes for canning
again. The last few years we have
canned pasta sauce, pickles, sauces, 
and jam, all from our garden or local
vegetable stand.

My environmental focus of late 
has been on household energy; we’ve
reduced our electricity and gas 

consumption and we switched to Bullfrog power four
years ago.

It always encourages me as a teacher to hear from 
former students how their environmental consciousness
has developed; many students have pressured their 
families to make significant changes at home, too.

Mr. Robinson
Mr. Terpstra and I carpool regularly
whenever after-school activities don’t
conflict. With the newly expanded 
recycling and composting program in
Bradford, we’ve been able to reduce
our garbage output by half. During 
the summer we use our rain barrel 
for watering our garden.

Mr. Peters
My wife Jane and I are building a 
home up in Muskoka. We are recycling
wood and using wood cut down on our
property. We will have a geothermal
unit loop from the lake. The whole
place is incredibly well insulated
(including triple-pane glass) and 
will have radiant heat flooring. 

Mr. Jansma
I try to reduce stress on the environ-
ment by separating the things I throw
away into recycling, green goods, and
regular trash. I also reuse things, and
we have a compost container in our
backyard. My family reduces our 
use of heating oil by keeping the 
thermostat below 20°C in the winter.

Mr. Fluit
I conserve energy by riding my bike 
to work as much as possible; we live 
a distance of 5 km from the school.
Among my family we share one car,
which is usually left at home.

‘Recycled Runway’

“walking
and 
riding their 
green talk”

g GREEN

TDChristian
Gets Set to
Capture Solar
Energy

This spring, TDChristian 
will start making use of 
solar energy. It’s estimated
that the solar photovoltaic 
(PV) system recently 
mounted on the school’s
atrium skylight will offset
72% of the expansion’s
energy costs in the coming
year. The energy generated
by this low-maintenance 
system is purchased by the
Ontario Power Authority as
part of the Green Energy 
Act Feed-in Tariff Program.
The PV system, which 
represents another step
towards a net zero energy
cost expansion, will also 
provide educational 
opportunities in the areas 
of physics, environmental 
science, geography, and 
science.
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Attention Alumni!  
Please keep us posted
regarding reunions, 
marriages, births, career
moves, and any other
important milestones.
Simply e-mail alumni@
tdchristian.ca. Don’t worry
if you’re late in reporting 
– we’re still interested!

@tdchristian
Editor: Sophie Vandenberg 

E-mail: 
editor@tdchristian.ca

For further information on
TDChristian, please contact
the school.

TDChristian 
377 Woodbridge Avenue 

Woodbridge, Ontario  L4L 2V7

Tel: 416 410.9834
905 851.1772

Fax: 905 851.9992

www.tdchristian.ca

E-mail: 
info@tdchristian.ca

To reach the TDChristian
Board

board_secretary
@tdchristian.ca

• Marriages
•  Brad Groeneweg and

Devon Horlings (00),
July 18, 2009.

•  Brandon Kooy (04)
and Kim MacDonald,
August 15, 2009.

•  Anthony Sloetjes and
Vanessa Miedema
(06), August 15, 2009.

•  Johan Colenbrander
and Felicia Kooy (04),
June 20, 2009.

•  Aaron Den Engelsman
(97) and Jennifer
Bolton, September 26,
2009

•  Joe Hamilton and
Diana Prins (05), 
May 10, 2008. They
will graduate from
Redeemer College 
this May.

•  Darren Hoekstra and
Evelyn Prins (07),
October 3, 2008. 
Both graduated from
Niagara College in
May, 2009, and 
live just outside
Wainfleet, ON.

•  Garrett Prins (03) and
Angela VanderVies,
January 30, 2010.

•  David Das (02) and
Laura Jackson, April 3,
2010 at Elim Lodge 
in Peterborough. 
The couple will 
reside in Redmond,
Washington.

• Births
•  Phil (98) and Leah

Hollander were
blessed with another
baby girl, Violet May,
April 25, 2009.

•  Curtis and Jennifer
(Schoenmaker, 94)
Horlings had their
first baby, Alison
Marianne, May 5,
2009.

•  Doug (86) and Nicole
(Verkaik, 93) Vroom
welcomed their
fourth child, Kaelyn
Trin, August 28, 2009.
Little sister to Raegan
Taylor (January 26,
2002), Connor Jacob
(March 2, 2003), 
and Taira Nicole
(February 2, 2007).

•  Shawn and Kelly
(Verkaik, 95) Bellar
welcomed their third
child, Tori Lesya
Bellar, October 8,
2009. Little sister 
to Avery Taryn
(November 17, 2005)
and Dylan Shawn
(April 12, 2007).

•  Jonathan de Bruyn
(99) and Ashley Vicary
had a son, Wyatt
Ysbrand de Bruyn,
September 25, 2009.

•  Brian and Stephanie
(de Boer, 03)
McKenzie had a
daughter, Audrey
Renee, January 11,
2010.

•  Jonathan (95) and
Leanne (Maas, 95)
Fernhout thank God
for the birth of their
second child, Harrison
Sidney, July 5, 2010. 
A delightful baby
brother to Hayden
and a wonderful
blessing to our family.

•  Gary (99) and Karen
(Horlings, 97)
Oosterhuis were
blessed with their first
child, Carson Edward,
November 18, 2009.

• Careers
•  Elise Goodhoofd (02)

was part of a team
selected by Samsung
to communicate 
the excitement and
Canadian perspective
of the 2010 Winter
Olympics in Vancouver.
The competition,
involving bids by other
Canadian, Korean,
Russian, Chinese, and
American teams, was
based on innovative
and compelling use 
of social networking
skills and technology.
Elise is now a partner
in a Toronto-based
firm assisting 
clients to creatively
maximize their
Internet presence.

•  Two years after 
graduation, Jason
Pennings (05) enlisted
in the Canadian
Forces. Following
artillery training he
was posted to Shilo,
Manitoba (about
three hours west 
of Winnipeg), and
recently served with
security forces at 
the 2010 Olympics.

Alumni

News
td

www.tdchristian.ca

Upcoming Events
Spring 2010
Spring Membership 
Meeting (7pm)
Thursday, April 29

Ontario Christian High
School Choral Festival
(7:30pm)
Thursday, April 30

Grandparents’ Day
(9:00am)
Wednesday, May 12

Spring Music Concert 
& Grades 5-8 Open 
House
Thursday, May 27

Upper Level Drama
Productions (4 shows)
Thursday-Saturday, 
June 3-5

Graduation
(held at Bramalea Baptist 
Church, Brampton)
Thursday, June 24

In February 2010, TDChristian students performed the play
Schoolhouse by Canadian playwright Leanna Brodie, to excellent
reviews. A special performance raised funds for relief efforts 
in Haiti. 

In late February, 16 students 
and teacher Rachael Weening 
travelled to the Dominican 
Republic as part of the 
school’s International Block 
program. Students spent 
eight weeks doing service 
work, practising their 
Spanish, and learning from 
the Dominicans. Not only is 
this a unique opportunity, 
the students also earn three 
high school credits for their 
efforts. 

The TDChristian Robotics Club 
did well in two recent 
competitions. In December, 
at the UOIT Engineering 
Robotics Competition, the 
boys’ team beat out 28 other 
teams to capture first place. 
The girls’ team won the 
IEEE (Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers) Women in Engineering award. 
In March, school teams placed second and fourth (out of 20) 
in the University of Guelph’s Roboticon 2010. 

This past March Break, 22 
Grade 12 students and three 
staff members went to Belize.
The teams did construction, 
painting, and cleaning at two
different schools. It was an
opportunity for meaningful 
service and significant 
learning.  

To cap off an excellent season, the TDChristian Senior Girls’
Volleyball Team advanced to the OFSAA Double A Provincial
Volleyball Championships in March.  

Remember 
to Embrace 
the Future. 
Support TDChristian
through
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